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This paper reviews the design of the Tropical Pacific Observing System (TPOS) and
its governance and takes a forward look at prospective change. The initial findings
of the TPOS 2020 Project embrace new strategic approaches and technologies in a
user-driven design and the variable focus of the Framework for Ocean Observing. User
requirements arise from climate prediction and research, climate change and the climate
record, and coupled modeling and data assimilation more generally. Requirements
include focus on the upper ocean and air-sea interactions, sampling of diurnal variations,
finer spatial scales and emerging demands related to biogeochemistry and ecosystems.
One aim is to sample a diversity of climatic regimes in addition to the equatorial zone.
The status and outlook for meeting the requirements of the design are discussed. This is
accomplished through integrated and complementary capabilities of networks, including
satellites, moorings, profiling floats and autonomous vehicles. Emerging technologies
and methods are also discussed. The outlook highlights a few new foci of the design:
biogeochemistry and ecosystems, low-latitude western boundary currents and the
eastern Pacific. Low latitude western boundary currents are conduits of tropical-
subtropical interactions, supplying waters of mid to high latitude origin to the western
equatorial Pacific and into the Indonesian Throughflow. They are an essential part
of the recharge/discharge of equatorial warm water volume at interannual timescales
and play crucial roles in climate variability on regional and global scales. The tropical
eastern Pacific, where extreme El Niño events develop, requires tailored approaches
owing to the complex of processes at work there involving coastal upwelling, and
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equatorial cold tongue dynamics, the oxygen minimum zone and the seasonal double
Intertropical Convergence Zone. A pilot program building on existing networks is
envisaged, complemented by a process study of the East Pacific ITCZ/warm pool/cold
tongue/stratus coupled system. The sustainability of TPOS depends on effective and
strong collaborative partnerships and governance arrangements. Revisiting regional
mechanisms and engaging new partners in the context of a planned and systematic
design will ensure a multi-purpose, multi-faceted integrated approach that is sustainable
and responsive to changing needs.
Keywords: ocean observing, tropical Pacific, TPOS 2020, user requirements, variable requirements, design,
tropical moorings
INTRODUCTION
Sustained and systematic observation of the tropical Pacific
Ocean has been a priority for nations around the basin
since the 1980s, driven principally by the global climate
effects of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and
by the demonstrated prediction skill based on ocean
and air-sea interface observations. Increasingly planned
and based on defined science goals, this Tropical Pacific
Observing System (TPOS) has served the community well
as a long-term and routine contribution to the Global
Climate Observing System [GCOS] (2014a,b), delivering
measurements that advance our capability to describe,
understand and predict ENSO and climate variability more
generally (McPhaden et al., 1998, 2010).
The TPOS supports research that underpins improvements
in prediction and contributes to detecting climate change.
Benefits of the TPOS manifest over multiple sectors and
into regions remote from the tropical Pacific; agriculture
and water management (Sassone and Weiher, 1997; Lazo
et al., 2011; World Meteorological Organization [WMO],
2012; Centre for International Economics, 2014), marine
ecosystems and fisheries (Chavez et al., 2014; Tommasi
et al., 2016), human health and well-being (Fischer et al.,
2010; World Meteorological Organization [WMO], 2012),
disaster preparedness (Hoeke et al., 2013; Cashin et al., 2014;
Harrison et al., 2014) and health/well-being of terrestrial
living systems (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
2014) are just some of the sectors that benefit directly and
indirectly from the TPOS, often via sophisticated El Niño
prediction systems.
The TPOS came under pressure during the period 2012–
2014 when logistical and other support for the Pacific tropical
moored buoy array (TMA) was reduced, leading to inferior
data returns (around 40% compared with the usual 80–90%;
see Figure 1-1 in Cravatte et al., 2016) and, in the western
Pacific, a phased decommissioning of around thirteen sites. The
central and eastern Pacific data returns were back to normal
by 2015, but there are now only two TRITON sites west of
165E. Several studies suggest this degradation compromised
our ability to monitor climate variability and consequently
to model and predict ENSO (Tollefson, 2014; Fujii et al.,
2015, 2019; Chiodi and Harrison, 2017a,b; Xue et al., 2017).
This challenging period should be seen in the context of a
TPOS capability that had grown significantly over the last
two decades and highlighted points of vulnerability that were
not well understood or managed (Ando et al., 2017; Serra,
2018). The TPOS 2020 Project was initiated to improve our
understanding of the collective TPOS capability, beyond its
individual parts, and to provide a stronger, more capable
integrated approach with improved governance and management
of risk (see the TPOS 2020 First Report, Cravatte et al., 2016,
hereafter referred to as the First Report). In doing so, improved
knowledge of relevant phenomena and spatiotemporal variability
are considered for the design, and emerging technologies and
new techniques will form part of the recommended response
to requirements.
The TPOS 2020 Project does not directly consider
regional and local requirements and observing system
responses. Global Climate Observing System [GCOS]
(2014b) included two papers that addressed Pacific Island
(Wiles et al., 2014) and eastern Pacific (Takahashi et al.,
2014) regional needs and these were considered by Cravatte
et al. (2016). The priority given to the western Pacific (see
The TPOS 2020 First Report and Low-Latitude Western
Boundary Current Systems) partly reflects the demand for
improved severe weather and climate outlooks. Section
“Eastern Pacific” discusses some of the eastern Pacific
coastal aspects.
BACKGROUND ON TPOS DESIGN AND
PROCESS
The TPOS 2020 approach to the initial design (Figure 1) followed
the Framework for Ocean Observing (Lindstrom et al., 2012;
Tanhua et al., 2019, this issue), beginning with an analysis
of user demand, then the driving phenomena, and followed
by specification of the required sampling (essential variables,
spatiotemporal characteristics, quality, etc.). With this approach,
Essential Ocean Variable (EOV) requirements do not tell us
which platforms or techniques are needed but establish a target
for the collective observational capability (the general and
specific responses). A variable requirement may be responding
to multiple needs and uses, including those underpinning basic
scientific research.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic of the process deployed by TPOS 2020 in the First Report (an adaptation of the Framework for Ocean Observing, Lindstrom et al., 2012).
The design is user driven and some form of stakeholder “market” analysis is required to define needed products, including resolution, accuracy and so on. In some
cases (e.g., research) the users may provide this specification in terms of variables. The second level is a set of requirements expressed in terms of characteristics
(scales, etc.) of Essential Ocean/Climate Variables. At the next level the TPOS 2020 considered a general response in the form of recommendations; these may be
thought of as observing system requirements. The specific response (level four) is expressed as a set of actions and recommendations at the level of networks and
platforms. Finally, and most importantly, partners in the TPOS (a 2nd set of stakeholders) contribute the needed observational capability and capacity. Feedback
occurs as part of the process, and directly between the final level (partners) and users/beneficiaries (the arrows from bottom right to top left).
The design stage, and establishing requirements in
particular, is critical for priority setting. The user and product
requirements determine essential inputs which are expressed
in terms of EOVs. Priorities are established for the general
response and specific actions based on these higher-level
requirements. It is a subjective process, relying on experts and
stakeholder feedback.
End-user engagement is built into the TPOS 2020 approach,
through its governance and through its review process, whereby
both experts and general stakeholders (users of data; providers of
data; beneficiaries) are invited to critique the design.
The recommended general response and specific actions of
the TPOS 2020 initial design comprises a mix of experimental
and sustained approaches, and it is the latter that constitutes
the Backbone of TPOS: the fundamental and core contributions
to the sustained observing system (Cravatte et al., 2016).
The recommendations of the First Report for the Backbone
are generally not platform-specific, nor do they refer to any
single nation or individual effort. They are written in a
form that prioritizes need but otherwise leaves flexibility in
the hands of the providers and operators of measurement
networks (see Section “Phased Changes to the Backbone” for
further detail).
The recommended response is generally an ambitious target
and, if fully met, represents the ideal observing system strategy
for the tropical Pacific.
THE TPOS 2020 FIRST REPORT
The First Report (Cravatte et al., 2016) takes advantage
of developments in both satellite and in situ networks
over the last 20 years, including multiple scatterometers,
multiple altimeters, global Argo and advances in mooring
and other technology. It advocates for an integrated,
multi-faceted approach in which in situ systems support
satellite measurements, and vice versa, and the strengths
of particular platforms are brought together to produce
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an observing system that is stronger than the sum of its
individual contributions.
The Rationale Behind the
Reconfiguration of the Backbone
The new Backbone TPOS design aims to deliver to five
key functions:
(1) Provide data in support of, and to evaluate, validate and
initialize, ENSO prediction and other forecasting systems
and to foster their advancement;
(2) Provide observations to quantify the evolving state of the
surface and subsurface ocean;
(3) Support integration of satellite and in situ approaches
including calibration and validation;
(4) Advance understanding and modeling of the climate system
in the tropical Pacific, including through the provision of
observing system infrastructure for process studies; and
(5) Maintain and extend the tropical Pacific climate record.
Present and future elements have been assessed against their
ability to deliver to these functions, with high priority given
to those that contribute to many uses. This framework, along
with the development of the capabilities of Argo and space-based
sensors, leads to a reassessment of the role of the TMA. Moorings’
unique capabilities provide excellent temporal resolution of many
different oceanographic, meteorological, and biogeochemical
EOVs, enabling diagnosis of the spectral characteristics of
phenomena and specification of the errors inherent in sparser-
in-time sampling. They can provide collocated ocean and
atmosphere observations, with the full suite of variables to
estimate air-sea fluxes. However, today Argo greatly improves the
vertical resolution of subsurface features, and samples between
the TMA lines, while satellites provide unprecedented spatial
coverage and resolution, capturing the synoptic atmospheric
variability that partly drives the net surface fluxes.
In the new TPOS Backbone, we have sought to exploit
the complementarities among platforms to underpin a major
advance in our capability to monitor the tropical Pacific Ocean
and surface atmosphere. We approach the observing system
as a network, where individual components, each with their
strengths, combine to provide robustness, reinforcement, cross-
checking, and greater overall resilience. We see state estimation
and its exploitation of this complementary between satellite and
in situ observations as fundamental, empowering both research
and operational users of the observing system. Beyond the
goal of tracking the system state, TPOS 2020 has also targeted
observations needed to challenge and help improve model
physics (Cravatte et al., 2016; their section 2.6.8), particularly for
mixing and ageostrophic dynamics on the equator and upper
ocean-atmosphere coupling at sub-daily timescales. Associated
with this latter challenge is the need to describe these processes
across key weather and ocean regimes.
Maintaining a credible climate record across a redesign of
the observing system has been a challenging and at times
controversial aspect of this project. It was risk to the climate
record which drove the creation of the TPOS 2020 project, with
deterioration of the TMA in the early 2010s giving a concrete
demonstration of the precariousness of long-term observations.
Changing locations and sampling patterns of longstanding
measurements may cause a loss of some information but insisting
that time series of every variable or site be maintained in the
context of changing observing technology, science issues and user
needs is not compelling. A climate record is more than a time
series at a point (Cravatte et al., 2016); in reality it comprises any
systematic observations that accurately describe the evolution
of phenomena.
For TPOS 2020, balancing the requirements of maintaining
a credible and robust climate record against new requirements
and opportunities occupied many months of study and debate,
and indeed, has directed much of our work. We are striving for a
balance between detecting long term change across the full TPOS
and making new observations that will fuel novel insights into key
processes and challenge the next generation of coupled models.
Recommendations for an Integrated
Backbone
In the new TPOS Backbone the function of monitoring the state
of the ocean and air-sea interface will be largely delivered through
a combination of satellite-based sensors, autonomous floats and
a reconfigured moored array, along with traditional elements
of the observing system (e.g., drifters, high-resolution XBT, tide
gauges, hydrographic sections), while the function of driving
forward our understanding of key regimes and poorly understood
physical processes will be delivered through enhancements that
might inform on potentially missing elements. The special
role that some in situ measurements play for the calibration
and validation of space-based observations, including multiple
mission products, will also be preserved or enhanced.
The major recommendations from the First Report are
given below, with focus on those that represent a specific
TPOS response (refer to the Executive Summary http://tpos2020.
org/first-report/ for details; recommendations are referenced
in [brackets]).
Air-Sea Interface Surface Variables
• Improve coverage and reduce diurnal cycle aliasing of
vector winds with a constellation of multi-frequency
scatterometer missions and complementary wind speed
measurements from microwave sensors and in situ to
enable all-weather wind retrievals over 90% of the tropical
Pacific Ocean every 6 h [Recommendations 1, 2]. In situ
wind and surface current data play a vital role as reference
data and in the climate record.
• Continue and enhance space-based precipitation
measurements complemented by expansion of the
in situ moored siphon rain gauges covering diverse rainfall
climate regimes [Recommendations 8, 9].
• Enhance in situ observations of the state variables needed
to estimate the full surface heat and freshwater fluxes,
with emphasis given to key regimes and promoting pilot
studies of new platforms. This will be accompanied by the
promotion and support of studies to improve wind stress
products and to understand the sensitivity and impact of
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observed air-sea flux variables in forecast and reanalysis
systems [Recommendation 15 and Actions 6–11].
• Continuation of high-frequency, moored time series
and broad spatial scale underway surface ocean pCO2
observations across the Pacific from 10◦S to 10◦N
[Recommendation 12].
• Continuity of complementary satellite and in situ sea
surface salinity (SSS) measurement networks, with a focus
on improved satellite accuracy [Recommendation 10].
Recent results (e.g., Boutin et al., 2018; Hasson et al.,
2018) show improvements in the quality of SSS retrievals,
encouraging TPOS 2020 to review this recommendation.
• Recommendations for other surface variables (sea surface
temperature (SST), sea surface height, ocean color, mean
sea level pressure) follow those of other global observing
system plans (for example, Global Climate Observing
System [GCOS], 2016) [Recommendation 3–7, 13]; the
importance of passive microwave SST measurements
is highlighted.
• Existing technologies cannot meet surface current velocity
requirements. The First Report encourages efforts to
measure surface velocity from space [Recommendation 11].
Subsurface Variables
• Broad-scale sampling of subsurface temperature and
salinity is required, with enhanced resolution through
the tropics, and better meridional spacing and increased
vertical resolution in the equatorial region. Additional
targets are to resolve near-surface salinity stratification
and to improve sampling of equatorial currents
[Recommendations 16–20]. More specifically:
◦ Target the fast, coupled upper ocean physics across
key regimes: enhance mooring resolution in the upper
layer and expand the moored array poleward to give
broader coverage and better temporal resolution of faster
processes and the parameters needed to estimate total
surface fluxes and the mixed layer response;
◦ Double Argo profile returns between 10◦N – 10◦S,
starting in the western Pacific;
◦ Restore the equatorial moored array in the west;
◦ Target the circulation and physics on the equator:
maintain and expand direct measurements of velocity on
the equator across the basin; and
◦ Expand direct velocity sampling, initially at 140◦W, to
better resolve the meridional structure of the Equatorial
Undercurrent (EUC) and the advection and mixing
processes where the EUC interacts with the mixed layer.
The value added from the proposed TPOS 2020 Backbone is
sketched in Figure 2 while Figure 3 shows the proposed changes
to the core TMA mooring configuration. Mooring sampling is
returned and enhanced to the equatorial west Pacific west of
165◦E and the TMA is reconfigured and enhanced elsewhere
(Figure 2, top panels). Surface mooring enhancements provide
the full flux variables needed for bulk flux estimation. Velocity
measurements are increased from TMA near the surface and
subsurface (Figure 2, 2nd and 3rd panels down; Figure 3) while
doubling Argo enhances the sampling of temperature and salinity
in the equatorial region (bottom two panels). The reconfiguration
of the moored array and Argo from its present form should
be staged in a way that allows testing and evaluation and an
orderly transition. Discussions have commenced on the technical
detail and on how the transition should be managed (see Phased
Changes to the Backbone).
FUTURE FOCI OF THE TPOS 2020
PROJECT
Biogeochemistry and Ecosystem
Contributions
Autonomous observing and forecast development has expanded
beyond physical parameters. Past TMA physical data have
been of great value for the development of next generation
ecosystem and operational fisheries forecasts, but biogeochemical
observations are necessary to make further improvements in
these models. The region’s large carbon signal and economic
reliance on diverse and productive ecosystems emphasize the
need to advance understanding of tropical Pacific biogeochemical
variability and predictability.
The tropical Pacific is a region with unique and highly variable
biogeochemical signatures over space and time (Figure 4). This
region is the largest oceanic source of CO2 to the atmosphere,
supplying up to 1 petagram of carbon annually with considerable
ENSO-driven interannual variability (e.g., Chavez et al., 1999;
Feely et al., 2006). Poor constraint of these large interannual
signals could double the uncertainty in annual carbon budgeting
of CO2 emissions and their redistribution among the atmosphere,
ocean, and terrestrial biosphere (Le Quéré et al., 2018). Globally,
ocean warming and stratification are causing a decline in oceanic
dissolved oxygen. Models suggest that further expansion of the
already extensive Oxygen Minimum Zone (OMZ) in the tropics
could reduce habitat, shift distributions of marine species, and
change ecosystem structure (Stramma et al., 2012).
Despite being iron-limited, tropical Pacific waters are
moderately productive above the OMZ and serve as globally
significant regions of biologically fueled carbon sequestration
(Mathis et al., 2014). The organic matter produced in the
eastern and central tropical Pacific that escapes upper ocean
remineralization is exported to the deep ocean. Conversely,
in the warm pool thermal stratification restricts subsurface
nutrients from entering the euphotic zone, resulting in low
surface nutrients, primary productivity and carbon export.
The western boundary currents feeding the EUC partially
regulate biological productivity through entrainment of iron
from the shelves (Ryan et al., 2006). Further upstream, these
feeder currents also derive pre-formed inorganic carbon from the
surface of the north and south Pacific and dissolved inorganic
carbon, due to remineralization, as they transit toward the EUC.
Both of these processes contribute to the upwelling and degassing
of CO2 in the central and eastern Pacific. Quantifying the
volume fluxes into the EUC is important for understanding the
relative importance of local versus remote forcing to the observed
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic showing data returns from the TMA and Argo for key variables of interest between the present observing system (left) and the proposed
TPOS 2020 Backbone (right). Observations from the TMA are shown in large circles and Argo in smaller dots. Improvements in surface flux, velocity and subsurface
sampling are expected. Further extensions of the TMA are under consideration.
variability in biological productivity and air-sea CO2 fluxes. In
addition to these applications to biogeochemistry, inflow to the
EUC is also central to understanding the heat and freshwater
budget of the tropical Pacific, which was discussed at length in
the First Report.
Primary productivity in the southeastern tropical Pacific
supports the largest single species fishery in the world, the
Peruvian anchoveta, where real-time TMA data are used to
make present-day fisheries management decisions. The western
and central tropical Pacific supports over 50% of the global
tuna industry, a significant resource (as much as 40% of the
Gross Domestic Product) for the region’s island nations (Lehodey
et al., 1997; Chavez et al., 2003). Abundance and distribution of
these fish populations correlate with ENSO (and in some cases
Pacific Decadal Oscillation); however, it is not clear how the
coupling between physics and biogeochemistry drive changes at
these higher trophic levels (Chavez et al., 2014). Tropical Pacific
physical fluctuations have a deep impact on these and other living
marine resources, including protected species such as coral reefs,
sea turtles, and cetaceans.
Initial recommendations for integrating biogeochemistry into
TPOS focused on (1) sustaining and expanding established
observations, such as air-sea CO2 fluxes and satellite ocean color
and (2) pursuing data synthesis and new technology pilot projects
to refine the critical time and space scales for biogeochemistry
(Cravatte et al., 2016). The final backbone observing system
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FIGURE 3 | Schematic of recommended enhancements to standard TAO moorings. Standard measurement suite shown in red; enhancements in blue. Depths (m)
of the subsurface instruments are listed by each symbol. The enhancements are designed to provide quantities for bulk flux estimation and to take advantage of
moorings’ high temporal sampling rates for the rapid-evolving, short-vertical-scale phenomena of the surface mixed layer, including velocity. Shallow velocity
measurements are also needed to reference satellite scatterometer winds to the surface current, a particular problem in the tropics where currents are strong and
winds relatively weak.
design must provide additional key observations that will
underpin research to better understand both climate impacts and
connections to higher trophic levels. The biogeochemical and
ecosystem processes of the tropical Pacific driving this design are:
• tropical Pacific biogeochemical and ecosystem response to
climate change, including consequences of OMZ variability
and change to higher trophic level habitat;
• seasonal to decadal variability of the Tropical Pacific
biological pump to allow biogeochemical model/forecast
development and assessment of ecosystem impact;
• seasonal to decadal variability of tropical Pacific CO2 flux
and implications for the global carbon cycle;
• upper ocean carbon budget including carbon export below
the mixed layer and sources of anthropogenic carbon to
equatorial Pacific upwelled water; and
• volume and nutrient fluxes into the EUC to understand
how this variability modulates biological variability in the
central and eastern Pacific.
These processes drive the major biogeochemical requirements
in TPOS to maintain a climate record of air-sea CO2 flux and
to resolve seasonal to interannual water column variability of
inorganic carbon, oxygen, chlorophyll, particles, and nutrients,
which are all EOVs. These requirements can be met by
maintaining air-sea CO2 records on ships of opportunity and
buoys (including new sites in the western Pacific), enhancing
at least one third of Argo enhancements in the region with
biogeochemical sensors, re-establishing CTD and bottle sampling
on mooring servicing cruises to 1000 m, and continued
biogeochemical-related satellite programs.
Biogeochemical (BGC)-Argo observations in the tropical
Pacific have the potential to characterize seasonal to interannual
variability of dissolved oxygen and the OMZ, inorganic
carbon, chlorophyll, and nitrate, as well as the mechanisms
driving the biological pump. BGC-Argo data combined
with ship-based validation data and surface ocean CO2
flux measurements could also be used to estimate vertical
gradients in carbon chemistry, to calculate upper ocean carbon
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FIGURE 4 | Summary of long term trends and example El Niño (January 1998) vs La Niña (July 1998) conditions for important biogeochemical parameters. (A) Long
term trends in surface ocean and atmospheric pCO2. The colored lines indicate surface ocean pCO2 from tropical Pacific moorings, all at 0◦ (Sutton et al., 2018).
The black line is atmospheric pCO2 (in ppm) from a station on Easter Island (Dlugokencky et al., 2018). (B,C) Gridded surface ocean pCO2 from Landschützer et al.
(2017). (D,E) SeaWiFS satellite monthly mean surface chlorophyll concentration. The filled circles represent the magnitude of the skipjack tuna catch for El Niño
(D, January–June 1992) and La Niña (E, January–June 1989), adapted from Lehodey et al. (1997). (F,G) Surface nitrate concentrations from the NASA Ocean
Biogeochemical Model (NOBM; Gregg and Casey, 2007; https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/). The latitude/longitude domain in (B) through (G) is 20◦N to 20◦S,
120◦E to 80◦W.
budgets and export. Maintaining and expanding high-quality
observations (surface pCO2 and ship-based bottle samples)
will be required to validate new and emerging platforms
and biogeochemical sensors like BGC-Argo and autonomous
surface vehicles.
Sustained, repeat hydrographic surveys of biogeochemical
observations would provide the opportunity to measure
biogeochemical phenomena that cannot currently be measured
autonomously and provide a climate-quality time series
to validate autonomous sensors with larger measurement
uncertainties. On mooring servicing vessels, the CTD
package should be equipped with dissolved oxygen and
optical sensors. Water samples for chlorophyll and nutrients
should be routine, while other GO-SHIP parameters such
as dissolved trace elements, inorganic carbon, particulate
organic carbon, transient tracers, N2O, C isotopes and
dissolved organic carbon should be accommodated where
possible, probably through the involvement of funded
investigators. These measurements should continue on
GO-SHIP voyages (on average, one GO-SHIP voyage
per year intersects the tropical Pacific), as well as process
study cruises.
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These backbone observations combined with process studies
and continued observing technology development would
be foundational to biogeochemical model development and
assessments of current and future ecosystem impact. Occasional
quantification of volume fluxes into the EUC in conjunction
with biological pump process studies and modeling efforts, for
example, would help to identify how iron sources drive biological
production and carbon export. This would address how coupling
between physics and biogeochemistry drives changes at higher
trophic levels and how sensitive biological carbon drawdown is to
variability and change. This would also constrain anthropogenic
signals in the dissolved inorganic carbon content of the EUC and
its source waters.
If implementation of biogeochemical observations needs to
be geographically targeted, the areas of greatest interest for
subsurface oxygen measurements are the eastern and central
tropical Pacific, because of the key role that OMZs play there. For
water mass properties and provenance, the low-latitude boundary
currents and the western EUC are most important because of the
role they play in delivering natural and anthropogenic inorganic
carbon to the central and eastern Pacific. For air-sea CO2 fluxes
and nutrient variability, it is important to map the entire tropical
Pacific likely with a combination of ship transects, BGC-Argo and
autonomous surface vehicles.
In summary, the observing system should:
• provide air-sea CO2 observations on buoys, including new
sites in the western Pacific
• map basin-wide surface CO2 variability with ships or
autonomous surface vehicles
• instrument at least one third of Argo float enhancements in
the region with biogeochemical sensors
• re-establish CTD and bottle sampling for biogeochemical
parameters on mooring servicing cruises
• incorporate biogeochemical observations on repeat
hydrography voyages
• continue advocacy for biogeochemical satellite programs
• provide a backbone for biogeochemical process studies and
ecosystem observations
The long-term vision is that through coupled physical
and biogeochemical observations, process studies, and model
development, TPOS can better serve the research community and
ultimately inform marine resource management and protection.
Low-Latitude Western Boundary Current
Systems
The western equatorial Pacific is a principal conduit from the
subtropics to the equator for thermocline and intermediate
waters (Fine et al., 1994, see Figure 5). Low-Latitude Western
Boundary Currents (LLWBCs) – the Mindanao Current (MC)
in the northern hemisphere and the complex current system
in the Solomon Sea in the southern hemisphere – transport
waters of subtropical or higher-latitude origin toward the equator
(Hu et al., 2015). These waters either exit the basin through
the Indonesian seas via the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF), or
feed the equatorial current system (Tsuchiya et al., 1989; Lukas
et al., 1996; Fukumori et al., 2004; Grenier et al., 2011). At
interannual ENSO timescales, LLWBC transport variations are
comparable in magnitude to the interior transport variations:
they are thus an essential part of the recharge/discharge of
equatorial warm water volume (Lee and Fukumori, 2003; Izumo,
2005; Ishida et al., 2008; Qin et al., 2015) so measurements of
their transport and properties are important for understanding,
diagnosing and predicting ENSO events. LLWBC transports
can also vary at decadal timescales, possibly contributing to
decadal modulation of the background state of the equatorial
band (Lee and Fukumori, 2003), although this decadal variability
is largely unconstrained by observations. Finally, despite very
different representation of these currents across climate models,
major long-term changes are consistently predicted, including
an acceleration in the southern hemisphere of the New Guinea
Coastal Undercurrent and deceleration of both the MC and ITF
(Hu et al., 2015; Sen Gupta et al., 2016). As such, the LLWBCs
and the ITF represent major contributions to the mass, heat, and
freshwater budget of the tropical Pacific (Roemmich et al., 2014;
Cravatte et al., 2016).
The western Pacific is a primary source of macro and
micro-nutrient (particularly iron) enrichments through land-
sea exchanges including river discharges, hydrothermal sources,
sediment inputs from the shelves and slopes, and through aerosol
(notably volcanic) deposition (Mackey et al., 2002; Ryan et al.,
2006; Slemons et al., 2009, 2010; Gorgues et al., 2010; Radic et al.,
2011; Grenier et al., 2013; Labatut et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2016;
Ganachaud et al., 2017). LLWBCs are thus also conveyor belts
for micro-nutrients from the western continental margins to the
central and eastern Equatorial Pacific upwelling regions, via the
EUC; these remote nutrient supplies are critical for maintaining
the high levels of biological productivity in this region (Mackey
et al., 2002; Slemons et al., 2010, 2012; Grenier et al., 2013; Qin
et al., 2016). Better understanding of the enrichment processes
and transport variability is important to infer the changes
in primary productivity in the eastern equatorial basin. This
productivity affects the regional food web that underpins critical
tropical fisheries (Bell et al., 2011) and also plays a role in the
levels of pCO2 in surface waters and transferring carbon to the
deep ocean.
Requirements for a LLWBC Observing System
LLWBCs are deep, narrow, powerful, and variable currents,
flowing within a few 10 km from the coast, and are therefore
challenging to observe. They require specialized instrumentation
and integration across multiple platforms to adequately describe
the connected fluctuations. Developing a LLWBC monitoring
plan requires addressing several issues: identifying the users of
a sustained monitoring system; assessing the relative importance
of real-time and long-term sampling; determining the priority
variables to be measured, their sampling accuracy and spatial and
temporal timescales.
LLWBC and ITF heat transports are a first-order term in
the evolution of equatorial warm water volume in all phases
of ENSO. This suggests that simultaneous real-time monitoring
of the combined LLWBC/ITF heat transport variability would
enable a qualitative advance in ENSO and tropical Pacific climate
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FIGURE 5 | Schematic showing the main circulation features for (A) the tropical Pacific, (B) the Indonesian Seas and (C) the tropical western Pacific. In (A) color
shading shows mean salinity at thermocline level (20◦C isotherm depth is used as a proxy) based on the BRAN2016 reanalysis (Oke et al., 2012); scale at right.
Arrows highlight the flow pathways: Black at thermocline depth (thicker arrows are stronger), red for very shallow flows, dashed for postulated flows. Current names
are listed in the legend at bottom. In (B,C) the brown shading shows the bathymetry (scale for both at right). Again arrows highlight the flow pathways, with purple
arrows for undercurrents. Other observational arrays, including moorings, glider and XBT lines are added (legend).
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diagnostics. The result, if implemented, would serve climate
diagnostics and outlooks for expert assessments at climate and
seasonal forecast centers. In addition, LLWBC observations
could serve for constraining, validating and improving model
simulations (Balmaseda et al., 2014) in this region where model
resolution is often too coarse to resolve the narrow straits
and complex bathymetry and be key to better understanding
decadal/longer term modulation of ENSO.
For this purpose, monitoring the heat transport on
monthly/seasonal timescales should be the target with vertical
profiles of velocity and temperature observations. Ideally,
monthly temporal resolution is needed for forecasting purposes
and seasonal for change detection; given the high-frequency
transport variability, this would imply a sampling at higher
temporal resolution than monthly. We should strive to measure
the entirety of the LLWBCs heat transport, coast to coast when
it is constrained by bathymetry, or at locations appropriate
to capture its horizontal extent. As much of the variability
occurs in the upper 0–500 m this is the early priority, if
possible extending deeper to capture the intermediate water
transport; while monitoring the transport to the sill depth
of the passages would be an ultimate goal from long-term
climate perspectives.
In the following, we briefly discuss the main LLWBC features,
learnt from the past or current process studies in the southern and
northern hemispheres and in the ITF. We present a monitoring
strategy with appropriate locations and platforms to respond to
the above requirements.
The Southern LLWBCs: The Solomon Sea
In the southern hemisphere, the New Guinea Coastal Current
(NGCC) system is composed of several branches that split within
the Solomon Sea, a semi-enclosed sea acting as a bottleneck.
The main branch flows as an undercurrent through the southern
entrance within a narrow band closely tied to the coast, carrying
mostly subtropical waters that flow up the coast of Australia in
the Gulf of Papua Current (GPC; Kessler and Cravatte, 2013). The
GPC/NGCC mixes with tropical waters that flow directly into the
Solomon Sea. Inside the Solomon Sea, westward and eastward
branches of the NGCC exit northward through Vitiaz Strait, St.
George’s Channel and Solomon Strait (Figure 5).
Transport flowing through the Solomon Sea is highly
variable at intraseasonal, seasonal and interannual timescales
(see Ganachaud et al., 2014, 2017; Germineaud et al., 2016,
for reviews). Large interannual transport variations, strongly
modulated by ENSO, occur mainly in the top 250 m.
During the past decade since OO’09, international field
campaigns in the Solomon Sea as part of the CLIVAR-SPICE
program, have provided a testbed for sampling strategies. The
main difficulty in observing the heat transport in this region
is due to bathymetry splitting the LLWBCs into numerous
branches, the narrowness of some passages (rendering the use of
altimetry as a first-order proxy for mass transport inadequate),
and the narrow current widths close to coastlines (and so not
well sampled by broadscale Argo profiles). Integration across
various observational networks in this region is essential. Full-
depth subsurface moorings have been deployed in the straits for
periods of 1.5–3 years (Ganachaud et al., 2017); repeated glider
transects across the southern entrance of the Sea have proven to
be an adequate solution for providing estimates of coast-to-coast
equatorward heat and freshwater transport to 1000 m, though
transects can be aliased by eddies (Davis et al., 2012); Pressure
Inverted Echo Sounders (PIES) and high density XBT transects
have been combined with altimetry and Argo floats to infer the
mass transport interannual variability through the Solomon Sea
(Melet et al., 2010; Zilberman et al., 2013). They are capable
of quantifying many time scales of the volume transport of the
NGCC system.
At present, the mass and heat and freshwater transports across
the Solomon Sea southern entrance are sustainably monitored,
with PIES/altimetry providing high resolution estimates of
the mass transport, and repeated glider transects (better than
monthly) providing in real-time vertical structure and property
measurements. These should be maintained. Glider sampling
must be frequent due to vigorous mesoscale eddies that
result in high-frequency transport variability. Resolving monthly
variability would require several transects per month, which
seems as yet unrealistic.
Beyond monitoring transport and properties entering the
Solomon Sea from the South Pacific, additional value would come
from monitoring the exits to the equator, for two reasons. First,
important mixing and water mass modification occurs inside the
Solomon Sea (Melet et al., 2011; Alberty et al., 2017). Second,
the partitioning between the three exit straits leads to three
distinct pathways connecting the Solomon Sea to the equator, that
models indicate have highly disparate transit times and ultimate
destinations (Grenier et al., 2011; Qin et al., 2015). Resolving
this partitioning appears to be important for the timescale of the
impacts on the equatorial region, resulting in feedback processes,
and biogeochemical enrichment.
Moorings are currently the only viable platforms for a
sustained observing system in the narrow passages where the
flow is fast and sufficiently confined by the bathymetry. However,
while they provide excellent time series resolution, the mooring
shortcomings (potential lack of cross-channel resolution of the
current structure, poor coverage of the temperature-salinity (T-
S) in the upper ∼100 m of the water column because of
lack of a surface expression, heavy shipping traffic) might be
complemented by HF radars to provide real-time surface current
measurements. Gliders, providing near-real-time measurements,
could be tested for measuring the transport through the
wider Solomon Strait where the currents are not accelerated
by confinement in narrow channels. It is worth noting that
maintaining instrumentation in such remote areas will require
dedicated personnel efforts and international coordination.
North Pacific Low Latitude Western Boundary
Current
The North Pacific LLWBC system originates from the bifurcation
of the North Equatorial Current (NEC) near the Philippine
coast, resulting in a complex and time-varying distribution of
its mass and properties among the Kuroshio, MC, Mindanao
Eddy (ME), and North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC)
(see Figure 5 for locations). High-salinity North Pacific Tropical
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Water is redistributed north and south, with the southward MC
the primary source of the ITF (e.g., Gordon and Fine, 1996).
Unlike the Solomon Sea, where the western boundary flow is
primarily an undercurrent (see The Southern LLWBCs: The
Solomon Sea), the MC is surface-intensified with the bulk of
its transport above 250 m (Wijffels et al., 1995; Schonau and
Rudnick, 2017; Figure 6).
Opposite-direction undercurrents below both the Kuroshio
and MC (e.g., Figure 6) converge to feed eastward subsurface
jets (Qiu et al., 2013; Cravatte et al., 2017); the northward
Mindanao Undercurrent also carries intermediate water from
the South Pacific into the northern hemisphere (Qu and
Lindstrom, 2004; Figure 5). Strong intraseasonal variability
of these undercurrents has been identified from subsurface
moorings (e.g., Wang et al., 2016). Recirculations offshore
of the LLWBCs and the presence of both permanent and
transient eddies complicate the understanding of current
connectivity and blur the boundaries that define the LLWBC
transport itself.
As is the case for the Solomon Sea (see The Southern LLWBCs:
The Solomon Sea), the several possible destinations of the MC
flow matter a great deal in diagnosing the downstream effects on
the tropical Pacific as a whole. While one part of the MC flows
directly into the ITF, an unknown amount enters the equatorial
current system; since ITF transport varies strongly with ENSO
(see Links to Indian Ocean: The Indonesian Seas), it is likely that
this distribution changes with time. Determining the partitioning
along these pathways and their variability is the key goal of
observing this region.
The importance of the northern LLWBCs and their
connection to the ITF has motivated several modern
programs using diverse techniques to sample the region,
effectively testing possible strategies for long-term monitoring.
Investigators working under the Northwestern Pacific Ocean
Circulation and Climate Experiment project have deployed
moorings across the zonal currents east of the Philippines
and spanning the bifurcation of the NEC, especially focusing
on the undercurrents. Some of these sites include real-time
FIGURE 6 | Mean absolute geostrophic velocity on two transects across the LLWBCs of the Northern (top) and Southern (bottom) Hemispheres, from glider data.
Red (positive) is equatorward in both panels, but the contour levels are different (scales in cm/s at right of each panel). The (top) panel is redrawn from Figure 4 of
Schonau and Rudnick (2017). The green lines in the bottom panel separate regions with different sampling periods and were contoured separately. The western
boundary currents are the red areas tight to the western edge, in each case about 100 km wide; note that the northern LLWBC (Mindanao Current) is
surface-intensified with its maximum above 100 m, while the southern LLWBC has its core near 400 m, and little surface expression.
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data transmission. Gliders deployed under the Origins of
the Kuroshio and Mindanao Currents program (Rudnick
et al., 2015) produced 16 transects across the complete MC-
ME-MUC system near 8◦N during 2009 to 2013, measuring
temperature, salinity and referenced geostrophic velocity.
These allowed estimate of the mean and the seasonal and
interannual variability of the system as a whole (Schonau
and Rudnick, 2017; see Figure 5). Recently, investigators
from the Korea Institute of Ocean Science and Technology
(KIOST) and Inha University deployed a line of bottom
Current and Pressure Recording Inverted Echo Sounders
and subsurface Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP)
moorings across nearly the entire system at 8◦N. While the
data will not be available until the moorings are serviced, the
array will provide highly resolved time series, invaluable in
evaluating possibilities for sampling these currents. Although
these individual research efforts have described important
aspects of the variability, none have yet pointed to a sustainable
monitoring strategy.
The complex flow and various pathways for the northern
LLWBC, with no defined boundary to the east, make the
design of a credible monitoring strategy for the MC more
challenging than for either of the other two LLWBC regions.
As in the case of the other LLWBC systems, the goal
will be monthly resolution, and a multi-platform approach
seems most appropriate. Such an approach might include
a line of moorings to sample subsurface temperature and
velocity, combined with Argo floats and glider transects to
provide the real-time fields. A near-term goal should also
investigate whether global observing programs (such as Argo
combined with satellite altimetry) can produce useful estimates
of the MC mass and property transport without dedicated
in situ observations; the fact that the MC is shallow and
surface-intensified makes this a realistic possibility. Two issues
should be studied: First, how far offshore of the Philippine
coast does Argo geostrophy give a reliable measure of the
meridional currents? Second, can altimeter-derived surface
velocity anomalies, combined with Argo temperature and salinity
sampling, resolve the flow close to the coast? These can be
tested with the present KIOST line of mooring data when those
become available.
Links to Indian Ocean: The Indonesian Seas
The Maritime Continent of Indonesia forms the leaky western
boundary of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. The fresher water
within the upper thermocline of the Indonesian seas is primarily
derived from the North Pacific LLWBC entering via the Sulawesi
Sea that then mostly flows into Makassar Strait. A smaller
quantity of saltier lower thermocline and intermediate waters
are derived from the South Pacific LLWBC (likely originating
from Vitiaz Strait) and enter via the Maluku Channel and the
Halmahera Sea. The North and South Pacific water masses mix
within the various basins in the Indonesian seas to form the
isohaline profile that is exported into the tropical Indian Ocean
and beyond.
The mean ITF transport of ∼15 Sv from the Pacific and
its associated heat transport to the Indian Ocean must be
accounted for to close the equatorial Pacific heat budget.
The transport varies considerably on interannual to multi-
decadal timescales largely associated with ENSO and Indo-
Pacific decadal variability (see Sprintall et al., 2019, this issue).
The flow is maintained by a pressure gradient between the
Western Pacific and Eastern Indian ocean that is modulated
by wind and buoyancy changes over the tropical Indo-Pacific
(Wyrtki, 1987), primarily tied to variations in the strength and
location of the Walker circulation, whose center of convection
is located over the Indonesian Seas. Recent observations
have demonstrated a large multi-decadal intensification of
the ITF and its heat transport in tandem with anomalously
strong Pacific trade winds (see Sprintall et al., 2014, 2019
for a review). Understanding the changes in the vertical
profile of velocity is critical for understanding changes in the
biogeochemical properties that are linked to changes in the
behavior and species distribution of the rich ecosystems within
the Indonesian seas.
At present there are only a few long-term direct measurements
of the ITF within the Indonesian seas (e.g., Gordon et al., 2012;
see Sprintall et al., 2019, this issue). To better understand future
ITF changes and their links to the western Pacific LLWBCs
and tropical Pacific, we need to develop a sustained array that
measures the ITF vertical profiles of not only velocity, but
also temperature, salinity and other properties. The design of
a suitable monitoring array for the ITF is challenging since we
do not yet have a full understanding of the various transport
streams and how partitioning through the various entry and
exit channels change on interannual and longer time scales.
Sustained measurement within the western Pacific entrance
passages are also complicated by recirculation features in the
energetic Halmahera and Mindanao Retroflections (Figure 5)
that can influence the transport of water into the Indonesian
seas. In addition, near surface measurements are hampered
by damage from fishing and vandalism. For these reasons, an
ITF monitoring strategy for the entrance ITF channels from
the Pacific might best be achieved by focusing on mooring
deployments in the relatively narrow constrictions that are not
influenced by recirculations (e.g., the 680 m Labani Channel
in southern Makassar Strait that capture 80% of the upper
thermocline Pacific inflow and the deeper 1890 m Lifamatola
Passage). As in other LLWBCs, at present the moorings do
not report in real-time and only resolve full-depth velocity and
so additional T-S measurements, such as from long-term XBT
and glider transects or Argo profiles (e.g., Wijffels et al., 2008;
Sprintall et al., 2009; Gruenberg and Gordon, 2018) are needed
to develop proxy measurements of heat and freshwater fluxes.
The wider eastern passages of the Seram Sea have never had
adequate transport resolving coverage before, but water mass
observations suggest that they provide an important source of
South Pacific water. Although the flows may be swift, it could
be that (multiple) glider transects might offer the best strategy
to obtain a transport mass, heat and freshwater time series in
these eastern pathways. ITF transport proxy measurements have
also been successfully derived from altimetry, Argo profiles and
reanalysis data. However, this typically only gives information
about the total mass transport changes.
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Toward a Future Integrated Observing System for the
LLWBCs and ITF
Final recommendations for designing a Pilot study able to
develop an optimal sampling strategy for resolving the mass, heat,
and freshwater transports of the LLWBC and ITF are given here.
- The ultimate target, as stated above, is to monitor LLWBCs
heat transport to 500m at monthly/seasonal timescales.
Ideally this should include simultaneous heat transport
measurements in the northern and southern LLWBCs and
the ITF.
- Further analyses are still needed to compare the existing
different transport estimates in the northern and southern
LLWBCs and in the ITF, and to determine the scales of
intrinsic variability. In particular, comparisons of transport
estimates at the entrance and exits of the Solomon Sea by
different platforms should be planned.
- A single platform approach is not adequate, rather
combining multiple and complementary platforms will be
required for a sustained observing system of the LLWBCs.
The ability of altimetry combined with Argo to produce
useful estimates of the Mindanao mass and property
transport should be investigated.
- International and regional cooperation, and dedicated
personnel efforts will be necessary to sustain an
observational network in these remote areas, and for
coordinated data sharing.
- Monitoring the LLWBCs micronutrient content variations
is currently restricted to careful ship-based measurements
of iron, however, the timescales of release of iron from
likely sources (river, hydrothermal, etc.) highlight the
need for autonomous observing technology development.
Further process studies are needed to better understand the
locations and processes of the land to ocean inputs. This
also requires understanding the effect of these properties
on the downstream productivity and their interaction
with other forcing terms. A first achievable step toward a
sustained monitoring effort might be to monitor the micro-
nutrients concentrations downstream in the EUC east of
156◦E since this will ultimately impact the productivity of
the eastern Pacific.
- In addition to these recommendations for sustained
monitoring, a better understanding of the processes
controlling the vigorous mixing occurring in the LLWBCs
and ITF is needed. Mixing is known to be important for the
transformation of water masses, but it is localized, highly
variable, and difficult to estimate in these regions (Koch-
Larrouy et al., 2015; Alberty et al., 2017; Bouruet-Aubertot
et al., 2018; Sprintall et al., 2019); more targeted process
studies are needed.
Eastern Pacific
The Eastern Pacific (EPAC) region is arguably among the
most problematic in the world for climate modeling, as
oceanic processes, low-cloud physics, and convective rainfall
processes have complex interactions that have eluded adequate
representation for several decades, contributing to severe biases
in even the best of the state-of-the-art climate models (Figure 7).
Global coupled climate models suffer in particular from the so-
called double ITCZ, which refers to the strong positive rainfall
biases in the southeastern Pacific throughout the year (Bellucci
et al., 2010), as well as a too diffuse thermocline that weakens
the thermocline feedback, a main deterministic process for El
Niño development. At the southern edge of the tropical EPAC
is the stratus region, where coupled models and reanalysis
consistently underestimate the frequency of low cloud, resulting
in overestimation of the net surface heat flux in the region
(e.g., Cronin et al., 2006; de Szoeke et al., 2012). Observing
the EPAC from the ITCZ through the stratus region on sub-
seasonal to interannual time scales is important for resolving such
long-standing issues.
Recent research also highlights the existence of two ENSO
regimes, one associated with extreme El Niño events in the EPAC,
and the other with moderate events centered in the Central
Pacific (also called a Modoki or Warm Pool El Niño event).
Such differences in the amplitude and spatial patterns of ENSO
events, referred to as ENSO diversity (Capotondi et al., 2015),
result from variations in the balance between the thermodynamic
feedback across the equatorial Pacific and the activation of
the non-linear Bjerknes feedback, when the far eastern Pacific
warms above a temperature threshold corresponding to the
convective threshold (Takahashi and Dewitte, 2016; Takahashi
et al., 2018). Thus, monitoring the heat content in the far eastern
Pacific is key for ENSO forecasting. While heat content can be
approximated by the zonal average of equatorial thermocline
anomalies, which the current TMA permits, it is also influenced
by diabatic processes including diapycnal mixing, eddy-induced
transport, and short-wave penetration (Lengaigne et al., 2012)
that cannot be constrained by the observing system. In particular,
the sloping thermocline induces a modal dispersion of equatorial
Kelvin waves, which is associated with mixing processes that
modulate heat content in the far eastern Pacific (Mosquera-
Vásquez et al., 2014). Tropical instability waves also yield eddy-
induced meridional heat transport that can influence the growth
of ENSO (Holmes et al., 2018), while eddy-induced heat transport
originating off the coast of Peru is important for the heat-budget
at regional scales (Colas et al., 2012). Overall, these studies
indicate that the perceived role the EPAC plays in ENSO has
evolved since the era when the TMA was first implemented. The
recommendations for the EPAC observing system must reflect
this evolution in thinking.
Since the inception of the TMA, maintaining observations
within the TMA along 95◦W has been challenging due to the
high exposure to vandalism and consequent loss of data. Data
loss at these sites, as well as a lack of observations east of 95◦W,
limit our ability to pinpoint the causes of model deficiencies,
despite the additional data from the Argo system and satellites
(Xue et al., 2017). In particular, uncertainties in the atmospheric
forcing from models in this region remain a concern for oceanic
reanalysis, especially regarding their impact on regional air-sea
coupled modes (Dewitte and Takahashi, 2017; Takahashi and
Martínez, 2017) and their potential upscale effects on the tropical
Pacific circulation (Toniazzo, 2010). Some of the main issues in
atmospheric modeling of the EPAC are related to uncertainties
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FIGURE 7 | Mean SST bias (colors) of an ensemble of 39 coupled GCMs from the CMIP5 historical experiments over 1982–2005 relative to Reynolds SST (Reynolds
et al., 2007). The contours indicate the standard deviation of the mean bias amongst the model ensemble (in ◦C).
in the surface heat fluxes and PBL parameterizations (Tapiador
et al., 2018), as well as the vertical heating structure of the
EPAC ITCZ. Satellite based measurements indicate that the
maximum in convective heating is in the mid-upper troposphere
(Schumacher et al., 2004), but reanalysis products indicate that
the ascent is shallow (Back and Bretherton, 2006), consistent
with the direct observations of a strong shallow overturning
circulation in this region (Zhang et al., 2004). The vertical
structure of the latent heating is of particular importance to
ENSO, since it has a substantial influence on the surface wind
response that is key for the Bjerknes feedback (Nigam et al., 2000;
Nigam and Chung, 2000; Wu, 2003). In addition, the coupling
between the ITCZ and SST provides non-linear feedbacks into
the ENSO system (Dommenget et al., 2012; Lloyd et al., 2012;
Takahashi and Dewitte, 2016).
The far EPAC also contains the most productive oceanic
ecosystems in the world, and many livelihoods depend on a
variety of marine resources that contribute significantly to local
and international economies, as well as local cultures (Chavez
et al., 2014). This relatively high biological productivity associated
with the sluggish circulation in the subthermocline means the
EPAC hosts the most extended OMZ in the world (Paulmier
and Ruiz-Pino, 2009), important to climate feedbacks through
the release of potent greenhouse gasses (see Biogeochemistry
and Ecosystem Contributions). While open ocean deoxygenation
during the second half of the 20th century (Breitburg et al.,
2018) represents a threat to the marine ecosystems of the EPAC,
the forcing mechanisms of the OMZ remain poorly known
(Oschlies et al., 2017), mostly because oxygen data are very
scarce and the transport of oxygenated waters by the equatorial
undercurrent to the coast at subsurface is through fine meridional
scale zonal jets (i.e., Tsuchiya jets) (Montes et al., 2014), poorly
simulated by global models. The extension of the observing
system to the far EPAC thus offers an opportunity to monitor key
biological parameters (e.g., O2 and fluorescence) for improving
our understanding of the OMZ dynamics.
Further progress in our understanding of the mechanisms
governing climate variability and predictability in the EPAC and
of its impacts, including ENSO, requires enhanced observing
capabilities in this region, through a combination of existing
technologies (i.e., Argo floats, satellite observations, autonomous
vehicles) and appropriate network design (e.g., Cravatte et al.,
2016). In particular, this new design will need to consider the
coastal transition zone (coastal upwelling system), equatorial
upper ocean non-linear processes, the vertical structure of the
ITCZ and associated air-sea fluxes, the OMZ (Takahashi et al.,
2014), and external ENSO forcing such as the South Pacific
Meridional Mode (SPMM: Zhang et al., 2014) that can modulate
the amplitude of ENSO (Larson et al., 2018).
To this end, the existing TMA line along 95◦W should be
maintained and expansions of the TMA into the northeast Pacific
ITCZ and seasonal southeast Pacific ITCZ are necessary. Oceanic
and biological conditions in the coastal regions of the EPAC are
monitored by the countries along the west coast of South America
for ecosystem management. However, there is currently no
regional coordination in the framework of TPOS 2020, although
the Permanent Commission for the South Pacific coordinated
several annual cruises for El Niño monitoring and the GOOS
Regional Alliance for the southeast Pacific (GRASP) provides a
framework for data sharing. Such coordination would represent
a significant advance for the observing system in the EPAC.
The Argo network is another key component of the observing
system in this region, although this would require participation
by all South American countries to meet the objective of doubling
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the density of coverage. Argo floats combined with satellite data
(SST, altimetry) will address some of the knowledge gap by
providing measurements of variability in upper ocean vertical
structure. However, the Argo network does not allow monitoring
of subsurface mesoscale ocean variability over a region due to
its irregular sampling. Thus, regular hydrographic sections from
ships or autonomous vehicles operated by national institutions
in South America would represent an important contribution to
the observing system. A section between the Galapagos islands
and Ecuador or northern Peru would allow complementary
measurements as well as monitor oxygen conditions and
transport of water mass properties by the zonal jets to the
Peru-Chile undercurrent, the conduit by which the OMZ is
influenced by the equatorial variability (Montes et al., 2014).
The monitoring of the coastal upwelling conditions (temperature,
salinity, current and O2 profiles at historical sections) would
also allow detection of intraseasonal Kelvin waves and validate
the assimilation products from these independent observations.
Such monitoring is now done by national institutions in South
America; thus, its implementation within TPOS 2020 would
require regional coordination for sharing data and standardized
protocols for making measurements.
The requirement to characterize the atmospheric state within
the ITCZ, atmospheric meridional circulation across the equator
and surface forcing under the stratocumulus cloud deck on
monthly timescales in the EPAC, needed to validate atmospheric
structure in models across seasons and during ENSO, could be
met through the instrumentation of new sites associated with
well-located islands, including:
Clipperton (10◦18′N 109◦13′W, France) and Galapagos
(Ecuador) Islands: Monitoring vertical profiles of atmospheric
temperature, humidity and winds during the seasonal migration
of the ITCZ to obtain the vertical atmospheric structure in
the region on intra-seasonal to seasonal time scales. Over
longer time periods, monitoring of vertical structure over the
Galapagos Islands during El Niño events (see Huaman and
Takahashi, 2016) would enable better understanding of the
processes associated with the non-linear amplification of the
Bjerknes feedback.
Hormigas island (11◦58′S 77◦46′W, Peru): This small island
is located 30 miles from the coast in the blind zone of
satellite scatterometers (Astudillo et al., 2017). This site would
allow monitoring of changes in winds along the coast of
Peru that are not seen by satellites. This, in turn, will allow
better understanding of coastal upwelling dynamics through
estimate of the near-shore decrease of the winds (i.e., wind
curl) and air-sea interactions along the coast of Peru, thought
to play a role on the evolution of EPAC El Niño (Dewitte and
Takahashi, 2017) and the development of coastal El Niño events
(Takahashi and Martínez, 2017).
St Felix Islands of the Desventuradas Archipelago (26◦17′S
80◦06′W, Chile), along with the existing OceanSITES Stratus
mooring (20◦S, 85◦W), are ideally located for monitoring the
stratocumulus cloud deck, important for moderating local SST
and surface buoyancy forcing, as well as being a key region
for understanding the interhemispheric surface energy balance
important to the seasonal double ITCZ in the eastern Pacific
(Kang et al., 2008, 2009; Li and Xie, 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). This
site is also well located for monitoring the SPMM.
In summary, the EPAC design should include:
• The ability to capture intraseasonal to interannual
variability in the coastal transition zone;
• Improved observation of equatorial upper ocean non-linear
processes on intraseasonal time scales;
• Observations of atmospheric vertical structure within the
ITCZ and associated air-sea fluxes;
• Observations of the OMZ and associated advection of
oxygen by the surface and sub-surface current systems of
the EPAC; and
• Capability to monitor modes of external ENSO forcing such
as the South Pacific Meridional Mode.
TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY AND
SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
While the TPOS backbone must rely upon proven technology,
with systematic engineering and development and pilot studies,
it is possible for new technologies to transition through multiple
Technical Readiness Levels (TRL) (Lindstrom et al., 2012). With
this in mind, we see a number of trends in technology and
sampling techniques that may be ready to adopt into the TPOS
backbone in the next decade.
New Sensors
One of the great legacies of OceanObs’99 was the initiation
of the Argo float array (Argo Science Team, 1999). Ten
years later, a legacy of OceanObs’09 was the consensus that
these platforms should serve multidisciplinary functions.
This has led to the development of a global BGC-Argo
community (Claustre et al., 2010; Gruber et al., 2010)1
with miniaturization of numerous sensors previously used
only within carefully controlled shipboard experiments.
Among these biogeochemical enhancements, oxygen
measurements have the longest history, but through several
large research programs, most notably SOCCOM2, a standard
suite of biogeochemical parameters is emerging. These are
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, pH, nitrate, chlorophyll
fluorescence, particulate backscatter, and downwelling
irradiance. More than 100 such floats have been deployed
in the Southern Ocean but tropical Pacific deployments
remain scarce.
Acoustic-based sensors of physical measurements also show
great promise. Measuring wind and rain from passive aquatic
listening device below the ocean surface could have the
advantage of avoiding detection from the fishing fleet and thus
having reduced data loss from vandalism. Likewise, depending
upon the depth of the sensor, the footprint of the acoustic
signal may be 100’s of meters in radius and therefore may
be more comparable to a satellite footprint than a buoy
point measurement.
1http://biogeochemical-argo.org/
2https://soccom.princeton.edu/
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New sensors are also being developed for satellite applications.
As described by Villas Bôas et al. (2019), both NASA and ESA
are developing potential sensors for satellite application that
could measure wave height and surface currents from a
single sensor. These are presently at a prototype TRL, with
field tests from aircraft, but by 2030 may be operational.
If so, this could play an important role, filling a gap in
the surface current observing capabilities of the TPOS.
Because currents at the equator are strongly ageostrophic,
relying upon geostrophic methods for computing currents
introduces large errors. Direct measurements of currents
are needed for TPOS and the capability of doing so from
space adds important spatial coverage and horizontal
resolution capability.
Autonomous Vehicles and Adaptive
Sampling Strategies
An exciting new trend in technology is the growth of autonomous
vehicles: underwater gliders, autonomous surface vehicles (e.g.,
Wave Gliders and Saildrone), and airborne drones. Unlike floats,
drifters and radiosondes, autonomous vehicles can be navigated
by a pilot. Surface EOV and ECVs that have been observed from
autonomous surface vehicles include wind speed and direction,
wind stress, air temperature and humidity, solar and longwave
radiation, barometric pressure, air and sea pCO2, SST, SSS,
Chl, O2, and upper ocean velocity. For many of these vehicles,
the endurance is sufficiently long – several months or even
approaching a year – it is more efficient to have the pilot shore-
based, even if the vehicle is deployed and recovered from a ship.
However, for many of the applications and for some vehicles like
Saildrone, the autonomous surface vehicle can travel thousands
of kilometers and thus can be deployed and recovered from a
seaside port, rather than a ship. In general, autonomous vehicles
rely upon aerodynamics for propulsion from wind, waves, or
buoyancy. As the impacts of anthropogenic global warming begin
to increase, these fossil-free solutions for observing the climate
will become more and more important.
While autonomous vehicles can potentially hold station, much
like moorings, an important advantage of these vehicles is that
they can be navigated. Thus they can perform repeat sections and
surveys, which can adapt to conditions at hand. For example,
these vehicles may provide an alternative to TPOS moorings in
high vandalism regions and could provide surface EOV and ECV
along transects previously monitored by TMA moorings and the
mooring tender research vessel. They also may focus on fronts
between different regimes, such as the front that separates the
equatorial “cold tongue” from the warm water to the north (and
south) where ITCZs and convection form. Likewise, the vehicles
may focus on the front of the eastern edge of the equatorial Pacific
warm pool. During El Niño, this front shifts eastward so that
warm water extends across much of the equatorial Pacific.
With the strong currents and weak winds and waves found
in the tropics, the tropical environment is a surprisingly difficult
environment for autonomous vehicles. To become effective
components of the TPOS backbone, these new technologies
must continue to be tested in the field and in the operational
environment. Doing so may have enormous payoff for the TPOS
in added capability, efficiency and resilience.
PHASED CHANGES TO THE BACKBONE
We envisage a staged implementation of the new Backbone with
ongoing assessment through to full maturity. Many elements are
connected through to global systems and will evolve accordingly,
but with recognition of and advocacy from the TPOS community
(users, sponsors, research). Others will require specific actions
from the TPOS community and these are discussed in more
detail below.
Figure 8 shows an assessment and a projection of the status
of TPOS measured against requirements at the EOV level (see
Figure 1). For SST, SSH and ocean color the situation and future
prospects are strong. Increased assurance for passive microwave
measurements of SST is desired, and the in situ networks need
future improvement. The requirements for wind are being met
adequately, but as noted in Section “Recommendations for an
Integrated Backbone,” at least one more scatterometer is required
to achieve the desired coverage. The First Report highlighted
areas for improvement in the in situ vector wind record over
the coming 5 years. SSS has benefited from experimental satellite
missions during the last decade but these are expected to cease
during the coming 3–5 years. The quality of SSS retrievals now
fully justify a follow-on mission(s) and TPOS will argue for this in
its 2nd Report. The situation for flux variables remains marginal
with a strong reliance on high-quality in situ data; there are
prospects for improving this situation as reflected in the figure.
TPOS is advocating improvements for subsurface temperature
and salinity with the prospect of both reaching the adequate
level or better by 2025. Surface and subsurface ocean velocity
requirements are considerably more difficult to satisfy. Remote
measurements are being planned (see Trends in Technology and
Sampling Techniques) and provide some potential for meeting
needs at the surface at least. The First Report identifies actions to
strengthen subsurface in situ sampling. Surface seawater pCO2
relies on sparsely distributed in situ networks (marginal) but
BGC-Argo may be a game changer for subsurface biogeochemical
processes. Ocean surface precipitation remains at the marginal to
good range, principally due to the uncertain representativeness of
buoy point measurements of rainfall.
A possible transition timing is shown in Figure 9 with most
activities beginning in 2019–2020, and serious implementation
and change spread over 2020–2023. Note that this schedule
is only indicative since there are many variables in the
implementation that are currently unresolved. In this schema,
full implementation would not be achieved until 2024. The
transition rate is resource dependent, but a steady and slower
implementation allows assessment of the changes to occur,
and particularly allows learnings on the use of new platforms
and sensors.
For Argo, the deployment rates per year (over current
numbers) will depend on the residence time in the tropics and the
western and eastern Pacific in particular; the deployment strategy
will have dual goals of maintaining the core Argo distribution
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FIGURE 8 | Status of the observing system in the tropical Pacific with respect to the main variables and requirements as set out in Section 3.4 of Cravatte et al.
(2016). The variables are SST, sea surface height (SSH), wind/ocean vector wind, SSS, ocean color, heat and freshwater flux, vertical temperature, salinity and
velocity, pCO2 and precipitation. The assessment of status is broad and not at the detailed level. The four status levels are (a) red: requirement not met or only in
part; (b) gold: requirement partially met (useful/threshold in the language of WMO Rolling Review of Requirements
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/GOS-RRR.html); (c) lime: requirement met adequately (breakthrough); and (d) green: fully met or exceeded (ideal/goal).
FIGURE 9 | Schematic providing detail of the schedule for change in the Backbone involving Argo, the TMA, and so-called super-sites (here denoted by TMA
∗2).
The symbol©P denotes a pilot mode. The symbol | | refers to review/evaluate points. For Argo the numbers show the annual seeding rate. For the TMA the numbers
usually refer to enhancement levels. In anticipation of changes to the TMA (denoted by 1TMA), we assume three phases 11, 12, and 13, following the priorities
outlined in Section “The TPOS 2020 First Report.” The shading indicates the degree to which requirements will be met through this schedule (approximate) except
for the supersites. “TMA west” currently consists of the TAO line at 165◦E and 3 JAMSTEC sites. The former State Oceanic Administration have outlined plans to
develop the so-called “ding” array (denoted by “ ”) which extends the TMA to the northwest while at the same time supporting some of the key equatorial sites of
the TMA (Chen et al., 2018).
while at the same time achieving the TPOS enhancement. We
assume that around 30% of all enhancements will be BGC-Argo
floats. The priority is in the order shown. Increased vertical
sampling (Argo 1z) is already underway with Argo’s use of high
bandwidth satellite communications in new floats.
The schedule for enhancing the western Pacific part of
the TMA is initially dependent on Chinese plans for the so-
called “Ding” array (“ ”), that will implement broader western
Pacific coverage to enhance observations of the Warm Pool,
Asian Monsoon, western boundary currents, and for typhoons
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(Chen et al., 2018). Here we assume a pilot will be deployed in
2019 (for cross-calibration and testing) and that the full array
will follow over 3–4 years. We also assume JAMSTEC will
continue to occupy three sites, including a super-site (see below).
This ‘TMA west’ schedule will deliver partial restoration of the
core equatorial TMA (4 out of 7) and enhancements in the
northwest which will be discussed in the 2nd Report of the TPOS
2020 Project.
Several sensor and platform configurations required for
the TPOS 2020 Backbone are currently being trialed (pilot
experiments), including improved vertical sampling of currents
(TMA 1z); subject to positive evaluation these will be
implemented at the equatorial mooring sites. The proposed
1oN/S enhancements to the TMA at 140◦W (see the First Report)
also fall into this category, but long-term implementation has
some dependency on the TMA reconfiguration (1TMA).
The “full flux at all moorings” recommendation (see Air-
Sea Interface Surface Variables and Figure 3) involves a largely
proven approach but we expect it will be prudent to phase this
change in so that assessment and evaluation can take place.
As noted in the First Report, this change does not require a
significant injection of resources, but it is nevertheless of a scale
that will require careful planning and coordination, including
for data management needs. The roll-out should begin with the
established TMA sites before new sites are instrumented.
The transformation of the TMA (assumed to be in three
phases 11, 12, and 13) will undoubtedly pose the greatest
challenge since it will be undertaken in an environment where
resources are a strong consideration and full implementation
requires coordination and cooperation between three or more
agencies (see discussion in Section “The Rationale Behind the
Reconfiguration of the Backbone”). The changes should be
staged, and review and assessment should accompany each
stage (denoted in the figure by ||). Sensitivity studies should
be conducted to test the assumptions behind the design and to
evaluate any anticipated impact. However, it should be noted
that any such study will not be conclusive since the studies
themselves are impacted by assumptions and parameterizations,
and sensitivity experiments often have to be interpreted in the
presence of significant systematic errors (see Fujii et al., 2019, for
a fuller discussion).
The TPOS 2020 Project is currently considering options at the
detailed level, such as the preferred longitudes and latitudes for
extensions, and any priorities within the extensions themselves.
In addition to these Backbone changes, several so-called TMA
supersites have been proposed (denoted TMA
∗2). At these sites
direct covariance flux measurements (DCFS) may be trialed,
as well as new approaches such as hygrometers and infrared
radiometers (for true satellite SST validation). They also provide
opportunity to trial biogeochemistry and biological sensors.
To help work through the inevitable challenges these data
streams will present and to assess their efficacy and refine their
costings, pilots and improved technical coordination among
those supporting TPOS are required. The pilots should be
implemented as soon as possible, and indeed some of them have
already began, as noted above. The outcomes from pilots should
be assessed and shared regularly across the TPOS implementation
teams and user groups. In addition, to ensure uniform data
quality, sharing of technical and data processing practices across
implementing teams is also required, and needs to be established
where this does not exist.
A set of process studies have been proposed to aid the design
and the evolution of TPOS (see the First Report, Chapter 6).
Some of these studies have been initiated, some are close to
completion, while others await investment. All are important
for the phased implementation and improvement of TPOS.
Section “Biogeochemistry and Ecosystem Contributions” refers
to biogeochemical studies that are important for the design of
that component of the observing system, some parts of which
are underway. Section “Eastern Pacific” makes the case for an
East Pacific ITCZ/warm pool/cold tongue/stratus system study.
A Pacific upwelling and mixing physics process study aims to
understand the complex of processes connecting the thermocline
and the surface in the eastern equatorial upwelling region that
is a principal control on SST and thus enables the large-scale
air-sea feedbacks crucial to ENSO. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration has funded the initial work on
this study, including modeling. Two air-sea interaction studies
(northern and eastern edge of the Warm Pool) have been the
subject of initial exploratory work but are still to be initiated as
a coherent and coordinated piece of work.
Assessments are a crucial activity as pilots transition to full
implementation and changes are undertaken, to help quickly
diagnose issues and feed them back to the implementing teams.
It is unlikely we will have the luxury of mandating overlapping
periods, but to the extent possible change will be in accordance
with GCOS Monitoring Principles (Global Climate Observing
System [GCOS], 2010). Fujii et al. (2019) provide several
examples of how such work might be done, but it will also be
important that future governance arrangements take this need
into account, including the need for ongoing oversight (see the
following section).
TPOS GOVERNANCE AND
PARTNERSHIPS: SUSTAINABILITY
The TPOS 2020 Project effectively takes the design and support
of the TPOS “oﬄine” from global governance (that is, not
directly coordinated by) to undertake reevaluation of the
requirements and the design, and to begin the process of change
to achieve a more effective and efficient system. The TPOS 2020
Steering Committee is responsible for scientific and technical
aspects, while the Resource Forum provides representation for
stakeholders (user, providers, beneficiaries); see figure 10. TPOS
2020 has a fixed-term and deploys standard project management
techniques to support its activities.
At the creation of the Project, there was no dedicated
governance arrangement for the TPOS; some elements fell
within the responsibilities of the Joint WMO/Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission Technical Commission for
Oceanography and Marine Meteorology (JCOMM) and its
Observation Program Area (e.g., drifters, ships of opportunity)
while others, such as Argo, enjoyed independent governance
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FIGURE 10 | (A) TPOS 2020 Project governance arrangements. The TPOS 2020 Steering Committee has six Task Teams (as shown) and shares a seventh (the
Transition and Implementation Task Team) with the JCOMM Management Group. The Resource Forum is a key element of the structure. Further details are available
from tpos2020.org. (B) Possible post-2020 TPOS arrangements. It is likely a science/steering committee will continue and that at least some of the Task Teams will
have renewed mandates. A regional TPOS Forum is proposed to facilitate coordination and cooperation between partners, and with users/beneficiaries.
arrangements but otherwise were fully coordinated with
JCOMM. The Tropical Mooring Implementation Panel (TIP3),
which provided the original oversight and scientific and technical
leadership for TAO/TRITON now falls within the Data Buoy
Cooperation Panel of JCOMM and in principle retains the
intergovernmental lead for the global TMA. The TIP were
among the first to draw attention to the deterioration of the TMA
3https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/proj_over/tip/newpanel.html
in 2012/2013, however, as the events unfolded during that period
it was clear TPOS lacked coordination among the network
providers and active oversight and management of risk was
lacking (Global Climate Observing System [GCOS], 2014a,b).
At the most recent meeting of the Resource Forum4, each of
the 14 participating organizations expressed strong support for
the TPOS 2020 plans and recognized the need for strong and
4http://tpos2020.org/
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effective future coordination. The Forum supported the TPOS
2020 First Report and its specific short- and near-term actions,
noting that they will benefit the strategic goals for TPOS, the
global ocean observing community and decision makers who
rely on knowledge of the tropical Pacific for livelihoods, public
safety, and commerce. The Forum supported the establishment
of a task team to guide implementation of the recommendations
and actions.
Given the importance of the Tropical Pacific for the provision
of seasonal-interannual predictions, and the importance
of strengthened engagement with Meteorological Services
in the future of the observing system, it was important to
engage JCOMM, and WMO through the WMO Integrated
Global Observing System (WIGOS) in discussions on future
governance. The implementation task team, now known as
the TPOS/JCOMM Transition and Implementation Task
Team (T&I TT) (Figure 10A), is an early manifestation
of the type of coordination and cooperation that will
be needed for maintenance of the TPOS in the future.
WMO WIGOS recognizes the activities of the T&I TT as a
regional Pilot and the joint sponsorship by JCOMM is an
acknowledgment by JCOMM that such coordination might be
needed in the post-TPOS 2020 era (see the decision in World
Meteorological Organization [WMO], 2017). Discussion of
post-2020 governance arrangements have commenced and
must consider scientific and technical oversight and leadership
(the legacy of the Steering Committee) as well as regional
coordination, as discussed above. Strengthened regional
coordination approaches are also being considered in other
regions (e.g., the Atlantic Blueprint process, the Southern
Ocean Observing System); and a number of approaches
will probably be tested, to address particular scientific and
geopolitical contexts.
A central theme in the governance discussions in the
Tropical Pacific (and other regions) is that active and mutually
supportive partnerships among TPOS stakeholders are vital for
its robustness and sustainability. The TMA was put at risk
in 2012–2013 because such partnerships were not in place or
effective. This paper proposes that it be in the form of a
TPOS Forum where partners (providers of observing capability)
and users/beneficiaries can assist JCOMM in coordination and
evolution of the TPOS (Figure 10B). It is further proposed
that the TPOS 2020 (project) Steering Committee be replaced
by a TPOS Scientific Advisory Committee, advising the TPOS
Forum and other sponsors (e.g., GOOS and/or the World Climate
Research Program) of the evolving scientific requirements
(for example EOV and observing system requirements) and
assessing potential technical solutions (options among the mix
of platforms).
As Section “Phased Changes to the Backbone” notes, there
is also a role for a TPOS Scientific Advisory Committee in
the review and assessment of implementation post 2020, and
in providing adjustments to strategy and/or the design as a
consequence of these reviews, as appropriate.
While it is best to assess the need for scientific and technical
task teams post-2020, our expectation based on the current
level and expected duration of scientific activities is that some
of the existing teams may continue (but perhaps with revised
mandates) while others may be created. Further discussion with
the scientific community will be needed to finalize the best and
most efficient arrangement.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
TPOS 2020 has undertaken pioneering work on observing design,
including elaboration of the Framework for Ocean Observing
process. The TPOS 2020 process delineates the different steps
of requirement assessment, from users through to the observing
system itself. This process together with the goals agreed for
the TPOS 2020 Backbone provide the framing for the TPOS
2020 First Report and for priority setting. The significant
sustained (operational) use for climate prediction is one of the
primary factors.
The TPOS 2020 Report builds on the strengths of the
observing system, including many new capabilities that have
become available over recent decades. We present a combination
of enhancements and changes that play to the strengths of
different observing techniques, both remote and in situ, to
provide robustness, reinforcement and cross-checking, and
greater overall resilience.
A new Backbone is outlined that enhances our capability
to track long-term change, but also delivers unprecedented
in situ observations of surface fluxes and velocity, equatorial
currents and subsurface hydrography, along with robust and
better validated satellite data streams. Further enhancements to
capture the diurnal cycle of ocean and atmosphere coupling are
also being considered.
Biogeochemistry, low-latitude western boundary currents and
the Eastern Pacific are highlighted as three areas for future
evolution and change in TPOS. The major biogeochemical
requirements relate to the climate record of air-sea CO2 flux,
and to seasonal to interannual water column variability of
inorganic carbon, oxygen, chlorophyll, particles, and nutrients.
BGC-Argo observations have the potential to respond to many of
these requirements.
We present a roadmap for a future integrated observing
system for the LLWBCs and ITF, in the form of design elements
for a Pilot study that will provide guidance on the optimal
sampling strategy for resolving the mass, heat, and freshwater
transports. The ultimate target is to routinely monitor LLWBCs
heat transport to 500 m at monthly-to-seasonal timescales,
ideally including simultaneous heat transport measurements in
the northern and southern extensions of LLWBCs and the
ITF. Such an approach will require international cooperation
and collaboration and involve multiple and complementary
platforms, such as Argo and altimetry.
It is now clear that further progress in our understanding of
the mechanisms governing climate variability and predictability
in the eastern Pacific, including ENSO, requires enhanced
observing capabilities, through a combination of existing
technologies (i.e., Argo floats, satellite observations, autonomous
vehicles) and appropriate network design. This design will need
to consider the coastal transition zone (coastal upwelling system),
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the vertical structure of the ITCZ and associated air-sea fluxes,
and the OMZ. Regular sections between the Galapagos Islands
and Ecuador or northern Peru would be a valuable contribution,
but enhanced cooperation and data sharing will be needed. The
need to characterize the atmospheric vertical structure in the
ITCZ and in the stratocumulus cloud deck could be met through
the instrumentation of new ocean sites on well-located islands.
We examined the status of important elements of TPOS and
identified good prospects for altimetry, SST, ocean color and
wind. SSS and rainfall require development and we support
experimental missions to measure ocean surface currents from
space. An initial timetable for implementation was provided, but
subject to further discussion with the sponsors of the observing
system. We contend that change in the observing system is a
healthy and necessary part of the design and for maintaining
engagement and investment.
This paper does not address aspects such as modeling and
data assimilation, air-sea fluxes, data management or subseasonal
variability. These topics are discussed in detail elsewhere in
this issue. Coupled data assimilation and prediction looms as
one the major developments over the next decade; already
coupled numerical weather prediction and reanalysis systems are
reaching into the traditional domains of oceanography. The input
requirements on these shorter time scales are unknown but the
First Report anticipated greater demands for upper ocean and
atmosphere/ocean boundary layer data. The priority attached to
the climate record has been one of the more controversial aspects
of the TPOS 2020, with views ranging from fully embracing
an integrated and multi-faceted and changing set of inputs to
the climate record, to views that see existing data records as
sacrosanct and not to be changed under any circumstances. This
paper argues for a middle ground where climate records are
valued, but change is also embraced.
Persistent systematic errors and difference in some data-
based products and in models and reanalyses remain a point of
significant concern. The power of the observing system is reduced
by such factors, often in a significant and compromising way.
Such issues will be a focus for the 2nd Report. Data sharing
and adherence to the FAIR Principles (see Tanhua et al., 2019,
this issue) are also major concerns, with many data having
restricted usage.
Modeling and data assimilation systems are also an important
tool for understanding the effectiveness (impact) of observations
and for testing and evaluating changes to the observing system.
As noted in Cravatte et al. (2016) (and reviewed in Fujii et al.,
2019) observing system sensitivity and simulation experiments
can provide guidance on the relative impact of (for example)
moorings, floats and satellites on ocean state estimates (analyses)
and forecasts. Chapter 6 of the First Report discussed some
possible avenues for experimentation, however, we note such
guidance is sensitive to the details of the modeling/assimilation
systems and can be compromised by systematic errors.
The governance of the TPOS 2020 Project has broken
new ground. The sponsors agreed to review and redesign the
observing system through a project of their own creation and
under their own support. The governance follows common
Project Management arrangements but is somewhat unusual in
the intergovernmental world, for example for GOOS, JCOMM
and the World Climate Research Program. It is, however, a
modus operandi that is often used to support space missions. The
experience from TPOS 2020 suggests such approaches should be
more widely used for ocean observations.
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